
Linguistic prosody

• A range of ‘suprasegmental’ phenomena appear to involve categorical 
form-meaning mappings, and to be tightly integrated in the 
grammars/lexicons of languages:

- Lexical tone
- Lexical stress
- Intonation
- and more…



British school
• Palmer (1922),  O’Connor & Arnold (1973) among others

• Didactic goal: Improve the pronunciation of non-native speakers

• At the utterance level, the tune as the basic unit of intonation 

• Tonal movements (falls, rises) are the phonetic primitives

• Tunes have a structure

• All English utterances must feature one of 7 nuclear tones

• Tunes have specific pragmatic meanings



The structure of English tunes O’Connor & Arnold (1973)

 

 

 

• Nucleus: Stressed syllable of last accented 
word
• Tail: all syllables after nucleus
• Head: from stressed syllable of first 

accented word up to nucleus
• Prehead: before head



The seven nuclear tunes of English O’Connor & Arnold (1973)

 

 

 



Heads O’Connor & Arnold (1973)

 
 

1. The low head 2. The high head

 

3. The falling head

 

4. The rising head



Preheads O’Connor & Arnold (1973)

 

1. The high pre-head 2. The low pre-head

 



Tone groups O’Connor & Arnold (1973)

• Not all combinations of preheads, heads, and nuclei (n=103) are 
attested
• Ten frequent tone groups (i.e. combinations of preheads, heads, and 

nuclei) are described:

 

…



Tone groups

 

 

 

 



Intonation and meaning O’Connor & Arnold (1973)

 



Autosegmental-metrical models

• Inspired by autosegmental phonology work in the 70s and 80s (Leben 
1973; Goldsmith 1976; Liberman, 1975;  Pierrehumbert,  1980)

• Tones and segments are represented in different tiers linked by association lines
• Tonal association in Mende:

• 5-way tonal contrast: H, L, rising, falling, rising-falling tones at the syllable level
• But only 5 sequences of tones (melodies) are attested at the word level

10.1.5 Melodic patterns
Another phenomenon which supports the autonomy of tones and segments
is the phenomenon of melodic tonal restriction. In some languages, there
are restrictions on the possible tones of words, irrespective of the number
of vowels in the word. Mende is an example of such a language. Although
this language has H, L, rising, falling and rise–falling tones, the distribu-
tion of those tones in words is quite restricted. Words can be analyzed as
falling into one of five tone melodies, illustrated in (30).

(30) H pέlέ ‘house,’ kɔ́ ‘war’
L bὲlὲ ‘trousers,’ kpà ‘debt’
HL kényà, mbû ‘owl’
LH nìká, mbǎ ‘rice’
LHL nìkílì ‘groundnut,’ nyàhâ ‘woman,’ mbà̂  ‘companion’

If tones were completely unrestricted, then given five surface tones, one
would predict twenty-five patterns for bisyllabic words and 125 patterns
for trisyllabic words. Instead, one finds five patterns no matter how many
vowels there are.

This distribution can be explained if the restriction is simply stated at
the level of the tonal representation: the tone pattern must be one of H, L,
LH, HL or LHL. As seen in (31), given an autosegmental representation of
tone, nìkí lì, nyàhâ, and mbǎ all have the same tonal representation.

(31)

10.1.6 Floating tones
Another tonal phenomenon which confounds the segmental approach to
tone, but is handled quite easily with autosegmental representations, is
the phenomenon of floating tones, which are tones not linked to a vowel.

Anlo tone. The Anlo dialect of Ewe provides one example. The data in
(32) illustrate some general tone rules of Ewe. Underlyingly, the noun ‘buf-
falo’ is /ētō/. However, it surfaces as [ètò] either phrase-finally or when the
following word has an L tone.

(32) ètò ‘buffalo’ ètò mè ‘in a buffalo’
ētō !ē!lē ‘buffalo-buying’ ētō dyí ‘on a buffalo’
ētō mēgbé ‘behind a buffalo’

These alternations are explained by two rules; one rule lowers M (mid) to
L at the end of a phrase, and the second assimilates M to a following L.

(33) M S L / ## M S L / L

Thus in the citation form, /ētō/ first becomes ētò, then [ètò].

LHL    L H L   L H L

nikili nyaha  mba
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Autosegmental-Metrical models Pierrehumbert (1980), Ladd 
(2008)

1. Accents (T*) associate with stressed syllables
2. Most versions incorporate two levels of phrasing:

• Intermediate phrase (ip)
• Intonational phrase (IP)

3. Phrase accents (T-) associate with the end of Accentual Phrases (APs)
4. Boundary tones (T%) associate with edge of intonational phrases (IPs)



Pierrehumbert (1980)
3.1 Pierrehumbert’s English intonational phonology 89

Figure 3.1. Finite-state grammar to generate tunes of English intonation
according to Pierrehumbert’s original analysis. After Pierrehumbert 1980.

as strings of elements occurring at well-defined points in the utterance. Second,
and more specifically, it clearly distinguishes between two types of elements,
pitch accents and edge tones. Third, it further analyses pitch accents as con-
sisting of one or more H and L tones.

The notation also embodies several ideas about the structure of tunes. These
are summarised by Pierrehumbert (1980) in the finite-state grammar shown in
figure 3.1, which can be used to generate all the legal tunes of English. This
grammar says that tunes are made up of one or more pitch accents, followed
by an obligatory phrase accent and an obligatory boundary tone. This implies
two interrelated theoretical claims about the structure of tunes that are worth
highlighting here. First, the grammar implies that all possible sequences of pitch
accents and edge tones are legal, an implication that Pierrehumbert explicitly
endorses (1980: 30, published 1988: 13).2 Second, it implies that there is no

2 Partly because of the theoretical claim that sequences have no special status, there is no standard
notation for indicating sequences or combinations of tonal elements. In what follows I have
adopted the convention of using underscores to separate the elements of sequences involving
edge tones (e.g. H L%, H∗ L, L+H∗ L H%). The main motivation for this is that these sequences
may be seen, at some level of analysis or in some descriptive framework, as combinations or
units. (Most obviously, the combination of pitch accent and phrase accent, and in some cases
boundary tone as well, corresponds to the nuclear tone of the British tradition.) In the few cases
where I have had occasion to refer to sequences that would not normally be regarded as higher-
level units or combinations (e.g. sequences of pitch accents, or sequences of tones in lexical
tone languages), I have separated the elements with ellipses (e.g. H∗ . . . H∗ for a sequence of
high pitch accents).

3.1 Pierrehumbert’s English intonational phonology 91

Table 3.1. Correspondences between Pierrehumbert 1980 and British-style
nuclear tones. In the Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986 version of the
analysis, the two contours marked with an asterisk would be variants of the
calling contour, because of the modification of the downstep rule (cf. section
3.1.3). For the same reason, the contour marked with a dagger would be a
high-range fall–rise in the 1986 version

Pierrehumbert British-style

H∗ L L% fall
H∗ L H% fall–rise
H∗ H L% stylised high rise
H∗ H H% high rise
L∗ L L% low fall
L∗ L H% low rise (narrow pitch range)
L∗ H L% stylised low rise
L∗ H H% low rise
L+H∗ L L% rise–fall
L+H∗ L H% rise–fall–rise
L+H∗ H L% stylised high rise (with low head)∗

L+H∗ H H% high rise (with low head)
L∗+H L L% rise–fall (‘scooped’)
L∗+H L H% rise–fall–rise (‘scooped’)
L∗+H H L% stylised low rise∗

L∗+H H H% low rise†

H+L∗ L L% low fall (with high head)
H+L∗ L H% low rise (with high head)
H+L∗ H L% stylised low rise (with high head)
H+L∗ H H% low rise (high range)
H∗+L H L% stylised fall (‘calling contour’)
H∗+L H H% fall–rise (high range)

nuclear tone types that we can compare item by item against the Pierrehumbert
analysis. More importantly, the AM approach is intended to provide a new
foundation for analysing intonational distinctions, not merely a new notation
for the same old description. The divergence between the two approaches is
most obviously reflected in the way the nuclear tone types are grouped in Table
3.1: these groupings make sense in the Pierrehumbert system, but not in the
British system. The grouping based on the Pierrehumbert analysis shows five
completely parallel sets of four types, plus two additional ones, whereas from
the point of view of the British tradition, certain types like ‘low rise’ and ‘high
rise’ show up rather unpredictably at several different places in the table, and

Ladd (2008:91)
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Same ‘tune’, different alignment

legumes are a good source of VITAMINS50

100

150
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250

300

350

400

L+H*

L- L%

1. Nuclear rising L+H* accent
2. Final L% boundary tone

L*
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Legumes are a GOOD source of vitamins

H*

L- L%

L*



Yes-No question tune

are legumes a good source of VITAMINS50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550

L*

H-H%



Yes-no question tune

are LEGUMES a good source of vitamins
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550

L*

H%

L-
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WH-questions

WHAT are a good source of vitamins

WH-questions typically have falling contours, like statements.

[I know that many natural foods are healthy, but ...]

H*
H*

L-L%
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‘Contradiction’ tune

linguini isn’t a good source of vitamins

Sharp fall at the beginning, flat and low, then rising at the end

[... how could you think that?]

L*

L-H%

L*



Phrasing: one intonation phrase

legumes are a good source of vitamins

“Tell me something about the world.”
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Multiple phrases

legumes     are a good source of vitamins

Utterances can be ‘chunked’ up into smaller phrases 

L+H* L-H% L+H*
L- L%

L*
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Phrasing can disambiguate

[I met Mary and Elena’s mother] [at the mall yesterday]

Mary & Elena’s mother
mall
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Phrasing can disambiguate

[I met Mary] [and Elena’s mother] [at the mall yesterday]

Mary
mall

Elena’s mother



Pierrehumbert (1980)
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Figure 3.1. Finite-state grammar to generate tunes of English intonation
according to Pierrehumbert’s original analysis. After Pierrehumbert 1980.

as strings of elements occurring at well-defined points in the utterance. Second,
and more specifically, it clearly distinguishes between two types of elements,
pitch accents and edge tones. Third, it further analyses pitch accents as con-
sisting of one or more H and L tones.

The notation also embodies several ideas about the structure of tunes. These
are summarised by Pierrehumbert (1980) in the finite-state grammar shown in
figure 3.1, which can be used to generate all the legal tunes of English. This
grammar says that tunes are made up of one or more pitch accents, followed
by an obligatory phrase accent and an obligatory boundary tone. This implies
two interrelated theoretical claims about the structure of tunes that are worth
highlighting here. First, the grammar implies that all possible sequences of pitch
accents and edge tones are legal, an implication that Pierrehumbert explicitly
endorses (1980: 30, published 1988: 13).2 Second, it implies that there is no

2 Partly because of the theoretical claim that sequences have no special status, there is no standard
notation for indicating sequences or combinations of tonal elements. In what follows I have
adopted the convention of using underscores to separate the elements of sequences involving
edge tones (e.g. H L%, H∗ L, L+H∗ L H%). The main motivation for this is that these sequences
may be seen, at some level of analysis or in some descriptive framework, as combinations or
units. (Most obviously, the combination of pitch accent and phrase accent, and in some cases
boundary tone as well, corresponds to the nuclear tone of the British tradition.) In the few cases
where I have had occasion to refer to sequences that would not normally be regarded as higher-
level units or combinations (e.g. sequences of pitch accents, or sequences of tones in lexical
tone languages), I have separated the elements with ellipses (e.g. H∗ . . . H∗ for a sequence of
high pitch accents).

3.1 Pierrehumbert’s English intonational phonology 91

Table 3.1. Correspondences between Pierrehumbert 1980 and British-style
nuclear tones. In the Beckman and Pierrehumbert 1986 version of the
analysis, the two contours marked with an asterisk would be variants of the
calling contour, because of the modification of the downstep rule (cf. section
3.1.3). For the same reason, the contour marked with a dagger would be a
high-range fall–rise in the 1986 version

Pierrehumbert British-style

H∗ L L% fall
H∗ L H% fall–rise
H∗ H L% stylised high rise
H∗ H H% high rise
L∗ L L% low fall
L∗ L H% low rise (narrow pitch range)
L∗ H L% stylised low rise
L∗ H H% low rise
L+H∗ L L% rise–fall
L+H∗ L H% rise–fall–rise
L+H∗ H L% stylised high rise (with low head)∗

L+H∗ H H% high rise (with low head)
L∗+H L L% rise–fall (‘scooped’)
L∗+H L H% rise–fall–rise (‘scooped’)
L∗+H H L% stylised low rise∗

L∗+H H H% low rise†

H+L∗ L L% low fall (with high head)
H+L∗ L H% low rise (with high head)
H+L∗ H L% stylised low rise (with high head)
H+L∗ H H% low rise (high range)
H∗+L H L% stylised fall (‘calling contour’)
H∗+L H H% fall–rise (high range)

nuclear tone types that we can compare item by item against the Pierrehumbert
analysis. More importantly, the AM approach is intended to provide a new
foundation for analysing intonational distinctions, not merely a new notation
for the same old description. The divergence between the two approaches is
most obviously reflected in the way the nuclear tone types are grouped in Table
3.1: these groupings make sense in the Pierrehumbert system, but not in the
British system. The grouping based on the Pierrehumbert analysis shows five
completely parallel sets of four types, plus two additional ones, whereas from
the point of view of the British tradition, certain types like ‘low rise’ and ‘high
rise’ show up rather unpredictably at several different places in the table, and

Ladd (2008:91)



the remainder of this section, I will review a structural view of prosody (Section 1.1) and intro-
duce the phonetics–prosody interface along with the notion of prosodic strengthening
(Section 1.2). I will then brief ly review preboundary lengthening as kind of boundary-related
prosodic strengthening (Section 2) and engage in an in-depth discussion on post-boundary
(domain-initial) strengthening effects within and across languages (Section 3). At the end, I will
summarize the paper (Section 4).

1.1. A STRUCTURAL VIEW OF PROSODY

It is now a widely received view that “prosody” is a grammatical structure that has to be parsed
in its own right (e.g., Beckman 1996). Under this structural view of prosody, the term prosody
no longer refers merely to lower-order suprasegmental features such as pitch, duration, and
amplitude, but it embraces an abstract notion of a higher-order grammatical structure definable
as “a hierarchically organized structure of phonologically defined constituents and heads”
(Beckman 1996:19). It therefore provides a “frame” for articulation with two functions: a
delimitative function regarding how smaller phonological units or prosodic constituents
(phonemes, syllables) are grouped together to form a larger prosodic constituent (a prosodic
word or a phrase) and a culminative function regarding which of the prosodic constituents in
the utterance should be the “head” of the phrase [e.g., the intermediate phrase (ip)] to be pro-
nounced more prominently than others. A plausible prosodic structure that might stipulate the
prosody of the utterance in (1b) (a possible phonetic output in Figure 1b) is given in Figure 2.
The delimitative function of prosodic structure is ref lected in Figure 2 in terms of how

phonologically units are hierarchically organized: The segments at the bottom of the hierarchy
are grouped into an immediately next-higher unit, the syllable (σ) and further into a progres-
sively higher unit in the order of the prosodic word (PWd), the ip, and the Intonational Phrase
(IP). It is worth noting at this point that prosodic constituents are also referred to as prosodic
domains as they often serve as domains of tonal distribution and of applications of phonological
rules (cf. Selkirk 1984, 1995; Jun 1998). For the sake of completeness, IP recursion is introduced
in the figure, so that an IP can dominate one or more IPs (Krivokapić and Byrd 2012), although

Fig. 2. A prosodic structure of When danger threatens your children, call the police. It depicts a hierarchically-nested
organization of phonological units of the utterance in terms of phrasing (or prosodic grouping) and prominence distribution.
[Here, an Intonational Phrase (IP) is assumed to be recursive (following Krivokapić and Byrd 2012), so that an IP may govern
one or more IPs]. Note that ‘-’ in the association line indicates stressed syllables; H* refers to an H-tone pitch accent as a
phrase-level stress; L-, a phrase tone at the end of an intermediate phrase (ip); and L% or H%, a boundary tone at the
end of an IP. (The Foot as a possible prosodic unit above the syllable is omitted.)
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To(nes and)B(reak)I(ndices)

• Developed by American prosody researchers in four meetings over 
1991-94

• Goals:
• Devise common labeling scheme for Standard American English that is robust 

and reliable

• Promote collection of large, prosodically labeled, shareable corpora 

• Based on Pierrehumbert (1980) and subsequent literature





ToBI

• ToBI standards have been 
developed for other languages

• E.g. SpToBI, FrToBI, GToBI, etc…

• Dialectal and cross-linguistic 
atlases and surveys
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L*+H

L*

H*

H-H%H-L%L-H%L-L%



7/17/20 31

H* !H*

H+!H*

L+H*

H-H%H-L%L-H%L-L%


